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Abstract: Skin cancer is a significant global health issue, placing a growing burden on individuals
and society. Conventional diagnostic methods like visual examination and biopsy have limitations in
invasiveness and accuracy. As a result, alternative tools such as infrared thermography have gained
attention in skin cancer diagnosis. Tissue-mimicking phantoms have been instrumental in facilitating
research in this field, offering controlled environments. While they do not fully replicate human skin
complexity, physical skin models provide stability, ease of fabrication, and control over properties.
Agarose phantoms are employed in this study. This research focused on testing and comparing
cooling techniques for human skin in the context of skin cancer diagnosis using dynamic infrared
thermography. Six cooling methods were investigated: a cool pack, an aluminum medal, ice, alcohol,
a vortex cooler and a Zimmer Cryo 6 cooler. The experimental setup involved an infrared camera
(Optris Xi400) with microscope optics positioned above an agar phantom mimicking flat skin and an
ulcerating skin lesion. Based on experiments conducted on the skin phantom, it was observed that
convective cooling methods offered more consistent and uniform cooling. Conversely, conductive
methods proved effective for flat objects but posed challenges in achieving uniform cooling for
bulging skin or ulcerated lesions. Ice or alcohol were deemed unsuitable due to artifacts influencing
the infrared radiation and thermal camera view. A decision matrix assessed cooling techniques based
on criteria such as uniformity, repeatability, view obstruction, efficiency, workload, patient comfort,
clinical suitability, noise exposure, consumables, additional equipment, and price. The Zimmer Cryo
6 cooler emerged as the most suitable cooling method after evaluating various factors.

Keywords: infrared thermography; skin cancer; cooling; skin-mimicking phantom; agarose gel; finite
element model

1. Introduction
1.1. Skin Cancer

Cancer is the first or second leading cause of premature death in 134 of 183 countries
(i.e., ages 30–69) [1]. In 2020, more than 19 million new cases of cancer were diagnosed,
and approximately 10 million deaths are expected [2]. According to the World Health
Organization, the total annual economic cost of cancer is estimated to exceed 1 trillion
euros [2]. These figures are expected to continue to rise due to increasing population and life
expectancy. Cancers of the skin are the most common cancer type in humans. The incidence
of specifically both melanoma and non-melanoma skin cancers is increasing worldwide,
especially in the older White and Asian populations due to the exposure to ultraviolet
light (sun exposure) [3]. Melanoma incidence rates have tripled in Europe over the past
four decades, similar to the United States. Early detection and treatment of skin cancer
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can improve outcomes while having less impact on the quality of life of the patient while
the mortality rate is decreased. However, traditional methods of skin cancer diagnosis,
such as visual examination and biopsy, can be invasive and may not detect all cases of skin
cancer [4].

Skin cancer screening now commonly includes a total body skin examination (TBSE)
in which dermatologists use non-invasive methods like dermoscopy to differentiate be-
tween malignant and benign skin lesions [5]. The diagnosis of melanoma is typically
made through the use of the ABCDE classification, which stands for Asymmetry, Border
irregularities, Color differences, large Diameter, and Evolution over time [6]. However,
even when performed by skilled dermatologists, this method has a relatively low specificity
and moderate sensitivity [7]. Dermoscopy with polarized light can improve sensitivity
and specificity, but invasive excisions are still often necessary to exclude false-negative
findings [8]. Other non-invasive approaches for cancer diagnosis include for example
confocal microscopy, multispectral imaging, and photoacoustic imaging. . . [9]. CT/PET are
invasive approaches as they make use of X-rays and/or contrasting or radioactive liquid.

The purpose of this article is to give an overview of the different skin-cooling tech-
niques for dynamic infrared thermography skin cancer diagnosis that are used in the
literature. Over time, researchers used a diversity of skin cooling techniques in their
research to diagnose skin cancer with infrared thermography. The different cooling tech-
niques are tested on a human skin–tissue-mimicking phantom to be able to compare them
accurately. The cooling effect of the different techniques is visualized and monitored with
an infrared camera and thermistors to find the optimal cooling technique.

1.2. Skin Cancer and Infrared Thermography

Active infrared thermography (IRT) is a non-invasive diagnostic tool that uses infrared
radiation to measure the temperature of the skin. Thermography can detect temperature
changes and distribution on the surface of the human body [10]. Infrared emissions from
human skin at 27 °C are in the wavelength range of 2–20 µm and peak at 10 µm. Body
infrared rays, a narrow wavelength range of 8–12 µm, is used for medical applications [11].
Infrared thermography can be categorized into two distinct subtypes: passive thermog-
raphy and active thermography. Passive thermography involves the examination of the
subject in its natural thermal equilibrium without the imposition of external thermal stress.
In contrast, active thermography employs a deliberate thermal excitation to enhance ther-
mal contrast. Specifically, in the context of skin cancer detection, active thermography
involves cooling the skin cancer lesion to capture its subsequent reheating pattern and
rate. More background can be found in previous research [4]. It has been used in medical
applications for decades, and it is particularly useful for identifying skin cancer due to the
increased metabolic activity and angiogenesis present in malignant cells [12]. Melanoma,
specifically, is thought to have a higher temperature than surrounding healthy skin, making
it a prime target for infrared imaging [4]. Other skin tumor types, such as basal cell carci-
noma, may have a different thermal signature, indicating that thermography can be used
to differentiate between various types of skin cancer [13]. Studies have shown that thermal
infrared imaging can detect new blood vessels and chemical changes associated with tumor
development and growth [14,15]. Infrared thermography boasts a distinct advantage over
alternative imaging methods: its ability to discern the rate of skin rewarming, facilitating
precise assessment of both the boundaries and depth of a skin lesion as outlined in [16].
Additionally, this technique eschews the use of ionizing or detrimental radiation, relying
solely on the body’s intrinsic heat for imaging purposes.

1.3. Skin-Mimicking Phantoms

To overcome the difficulties and ethical problems of conducting studies on living
organisms, tissue-like phantoms are used. Traditionally, experiments are conducted on
animals, humans, cadavers, and ex-plants to study tissue interactions [17]. Experiments
on human and animal skin are difficult to perform because of the wide variability in skin
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composition. Because of the ethical problems and variability in composition, research on
tissue-like phantoms is increasing. One of the main advantages of using skin tissue phan-
toms is that they provide a controlled and reproducible environment for experimentation,
which is difficult to achieve with human subjects. Over the years, an extensive amount of
literature has been published on tissue phantoms for various applications [18–23].

Commercially available cultured in vitro skin tissue cells are a possibility for use in
research or for clinical purposes. However, there are significant difficulties in preparation,
handling, storage, and standardization [19]. The use of in vitro tissue models for thermo-
graphic studies under realistic physical conditions is very difficult. The physical properties
of such in vitro models are too different from those of real skin and are characterized by
large variations [17].

Physical skin models are stable over the long term, are easy to fabricate, store and
manipulate, and also have better control over their physical properties. The high repeatabil-
ity and reliability of physical model parameters can be achieved without having to worry
about ethical issues [17]. However, skin tissue phantoms have some limitations like the lack
of blood flow and cellular response and the difficulty in mimicking the complex structure
and composition of human skin. Additionally, skin tissue phantoms are typically much
simpler than actual human skin: they are customized to mimic specific skin conditions,
which can limit their ability to accurately replicate the behavior of human skin.

The structure of human skin is divided into three layers: the epidermis, dermis (papillary
and reticular), and hypodermis [24]. The epidermis is the thin uppermost layer mainly
composed of migrating keratinocytes that eventually form the outermost layer, which is
known as the stratum corneum [25]. The dermis, which is divided into the papillary dermis
and the reticular dermis, provides structural strength to the skin. The hypodermis, located
beneath the dermis, acts as a fatty layer that protects the body from mechanical impact,
heat, and cold [26].

When constructing a tissue-mimicking phantom for thermal analysis, two crucial
parameters to consider are the specific heat capacity c in (J · kg−1 · K−1) and the thermal
conductivity k in (W · m−1 · K−1). The properties of human skin tissue vary depending on
the individual and the location of the body. For instance, the thickness of the epidermis
(uppermost layer) can range from 0.45 to 2 mm [27].

Cetingül and Herman [24] reported ranges of thermophysical properties used in their
research on a tissue-simulating phantom and a finite element heat transfer model of the skin.
In addition to specific heat capacity c and thermal conductivity k, other parameters like the
blood perfusion rate ωb in the skin layers, metabolic heat generation (Q) of different skin
layers, and layer thickness h also influence the surface temperature response [24].

Human skin consists of several highly inhomogeneous and anisotropic materials.
The skin is one of the largest organs of the human body and actively exchanges mass and
heat with the human body and environment, which makes this a very big and complex
active open system [17,28,29]. Physical skin models are strong simplifications which try
to imitate certain parameters or a combination of parameters of the skin. Depending
on the area of research, a physical skin model can consist of different combinations of
materials, structures and morphologies. The most common types of physical skin models
are based on liquid suspensions, gelatinous substances, elastomers, resins, metals, and
textiles with nano-fillers and micro-fillers [17,19]. According to the literature written by
Dabrowska et al. [17], the following materials can be used to mimick skin thermal properties:
hydrogels, elastomers, metals and textiles. Metal-based skin models are most used to probe
the thermal properties of clothing [30]. Textile-based skin models are used to mimick the
sweating and mechanical and frictional behavior of the human skin [31,32]. Elastomer
tissue-mimicking phantoms are based on the use of silicones or polyurethanes combined
with additives like carbon black or titanium dioxide to tune the properties of the elastomers.
Silicones and polyurethanes have a long stability and can be tuned very specifically to
obtain certain parameters needed for that application. The elastomer models can be molded
into different anatomical shapes. Hydrogel-based skin phantoms consists mostly of gelatin,
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agarose models and polyvinyl alcohol gels [18]. A hydrogel-based phantom encapsulates
water as a main component and forms a stiff matrix that limits water mobility. The human
skin tissue-mimicking phantom used for our experiments is based on a hydrogel phantom,
more specifically an agarose-based skin phantom. Agar is a gelatin-like substance made
from seaweed polysaccarides [17]. Agarose skin models are not very stable in the long
term and have limited shelf life, but they are versatile as well as easy to use and produce.
The acoustic, thermal and physical properties are similar to those of human skin and thus
widely used for the fabrication of thermal phantoms [19]. The thermal characteristics of the
model can be altered by changing the composition of the mixture. Agarose skin phantoms
are easily fabricated by heating a mixture of agarose powder and deionized water above
85 °C, mixing thoroughly and pouring the mixture into a mold. At room temperature,
the model resembles a lightly opaque gelatinous substance [33]. In the literature, a range
of different compositions of the agar phantoms are used. Ambastha et al. used a 1%
research grade agar and distilled water solution to simulate human brain soft tissue [34].
A human skin tissue phantom used by Cetingül and Herman is based on a composition of
4% solution of agar and distilled water to match the thermal properties of human skin [35].
Kumari et al. developed a gel phantom with a 0.6% agar solution dissolved in distilled
water to quantify skin necrosis during cryotherapy [36]. The thermal conductivity of their
0.6% gel phantom is 0.58 (W/m · K) (error = 0.0037). Cho et al. conducted an experiment
where the thermal conductivity and specific heat are varying depending on the agar–gel
concentration [37]. The composition of the agar–gel was 0.5%, 1.5%, 2.5%, 3.5% and 5%
with, respectively, a thermal conductivity in (W/m · K) of 0.7749 ± 0.124, 0.667 ± 0.116,
0.591 ± 0.145, 0.404 ± 0.171 and 0.379 ± 0.113. The specific heat c in J/kg · K for the
1.5%, 2.5%, 3.5% and 5% agar mixtures is, respectively, 6465 ± 452, 5827 ± 218, 4887 ± 477
and 4011 ± 386. The thermal conductivity of agarose hydrogel resembles, according to
Hou [38], 0.65 (W/m · K) and decreases slightly to 0.51 (W/m · K) with the concentration
increase from 0.5 wt% to 2 wt% of concentration.

1.4. Previous Research on Skin-Cooling Techniques for Dynamic Infrared Thermography

In laser dermatology, to protect the epidermis in laser dermatology applications,
the two most popular methods for skin cooling are spray cooling with tetrafluoroethane
(boiling point −26 °C) and contact cooling (−27 °C sapphire plate). With the spray and
contact cooling, the basal skin layer is cooled down to be between −5 and 5 °C. These
cooling methods must be carefully controlled to prevent irreversible skin damage caused
by local skin freezing [39]. Spray and contact cooling provide efficient skin cooling for laser
dermatology applications, but due to the possible serious skin damage, especially on critical
skin lesions, it is not suited for dynamic infrared thermography on skin cancer lesions.
Cheng and Herman [40] performed a computational analysis of different skin-cooling
techniques on a human skin model based on the Pennes bioheat equation. The skin lesions
in this study are defined by an invasion depth of less than 4 mm. The cooling methods
they considered are constant temperature cooling, water-soaked cotton and convective
cooling. The constant temperature cooling method is an idealized case of conduction
cooling: the temperature of the coolant remains constant during cooling, which is difficult
to achieve in practice. The second cooling method studied in their work is cooling with a
cotton patch soaked in water. Cheng modeled the water-soaked cotton patch as a 2 mm-
thick layer of water in direct and ideal contact with the skin. Their third cooling case is
based on convective cooling by air, varying the convective heat transfer coefficient and
the temperature of the air. The thermal penetration depth of the three cooling cases are
compared for a cooling temperature of 4 °C, 12 °C and 20 °C. Cheng and Herman concluded
that cooling at 20 °C is a suitable cooling temperature that allows the cooling effect to reach
a lesion depth of 4 mm within 2 min.

Strakowksa et al. [41] also experimented with different cooling methods to find the
most convenient cooling method for infrared thermography on skin diseases. In their
experiments, they tested different methods: cooling by gel, metal medal with 6 s of skin
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contact or compressed air. The application of compressed air showed that the temperature
is not controllable because the compressed air is not conditioned properly. Cooling by gel
is possible if the disease covers a small area. The application of the cooling gel will interfere
with the accuracy of the thermographic readings due to the change in emissivity. The use of
the metal block is most suitable for their experiments, but the field of view during cooling
is obstructed.

Buzug et al. [42] used a conductive cooling method with cooled gel packs. An area
of 10 cm by 10 cm is cooled to 20 °C. They mentioned that the recording protocol needs
improved standardization due to the patient-individual variation of the acquisition condi-
tions. Santa Cruz et al. [43] use immersion in water at 15 °C for 2 min. When immersion
in water was not possible, forced evaporation with an alcohol spray and fan currents was
used. They concluded that a non-contact system using cold air currents was necessary to
collect qualitative data without damaging the skin or causing changes in skin permeability.
Cetingül et al. [44] introduced cooling with a stream of cold air from a vortex tube for a
period of one minute. Compressed air (from an air tank or air compressor supply lines)
must be present for the vortex tube to operate. An area with a diameter of 5 cm is cooled
by the outlet of the vortex tube, but the cooling temperature is not mentioned in their
work. Controlling the outlet temperature of a Ranque–Hilsch vortex tube is difficult to
achieve; the outlet temperature is pressure, flow and ambient temperature dependent.
The outlet temperature of the vortex tube is not yet constant in the initial seconds of cooling
initialization. The produced acoustic level of the vortex tube, which can range between
80 and 130 dB, is another crucial factor to consider [45]. Godoy et al. [46,47] proposed a
standardized analysis protocol for active thermography that compensates for deficiencies
in the cooling process. They continued to work on the research of Cetingül et al. and used
a Ranque–Hilsch vortex tube as the initial cooling unit. They later replaced the cooling
unit with a commercial air-conditioner because it is portable and provides a constant flow
of conditioned air. In their work, no cooling temperature is specified for the conditioned
air flow. Magalhaes et al. [48] used an aluminum medallion with a diameter and height
of 50 mm and 20 mm, respectively, for thermal provocation of 1 min; the temperature
of the cold provocation is not mentioned. Gomboc et al. [49] modeled and designed a
constant temperature cooling device for melanoma screening. The device is based on an
active cooling device that uses a Peltier module and a metal disk to achieve a constant
cooling temperature by conduction and to induce deep cooling. Bonmarin et al. [50] pre-
sented a lock-in thermal imaging setup for a proof-of-concept study on benign lesions.
The temperature-modulated airflow was achieved by using a cryogenic cold air device
(Cryo 6, Zimmer Medizin Systeme, Ulm, Germany). The Cryo 6 cooling system cools
the skin in a non-contact, rapid and reproducible manner without affecting the infrared
camera’s field of view or interfering with it. Bonmarin et al. [51] suggest that convective
heat transfer is likely the best thermal excitation method for dermatological applications.
This method allows for the regulation of airflow temperature and the application of rela-
tively large temperature gradients. Moreover, the skin surface temperature can be easily
monitored with an IR camera without any obstructions thanks to convective heat transfer.
This non-contact thermal excitation method is hygienic and optimal for clinical devices.

2. Materials and Methods

The aim of this work is to test different cooling techniques which can be applied to
human skin. A comparison between the different cooling methods is made, and in the
end, the best suitable cooling method for skin cancer diagnosis based on dynamic infrared
thermography is selected. The experimental measurement setup, skin-mimicking phantom,
measurement protocol and comparing methods are described in the following section.

2.1. Skin-Cooling Techniques

Six different cooling techniques are tested and compared in this study and are divided
into three categories based on the heat transfer method: convection cooling, conduction
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cooling and evaporative cooling. Thermal radiation is not taken into account, since no
cooling method based on this principle is used. Conduction cooling and evaporative
cooling are direct contact cooling methods; contact with the skin is necessary to apply the
thermal provocation. Convection cooling, as is the case in cooling with air, is a contactless
method of thermal provocation. Submersion in water is another convective heat transfer
technique used by Santa Cruz [43], but the agar skin phantom is not able to withstand
immersion in water as it will swell, considerably absorbing water and causing a change
in the composition and thermal properties. Thus, water cooling is also excluded from
this research.

2.1.1. Evaporative Cooling

The evaporative cooling technique used in this comparison is introduced by Santa
Cruz et al. [43]. Rubbing alcohol is sprayed on the skin followed by fan currents that induce
cooling by forced evaporation.

2.1.2. Conductive Cooling

The first cooling method based on conductive heat transfer is an aluminum medal
for thermal provocation based on the research of Magalhaes [48]. The aluminum medal is
a square bar with a length and width of 50 mm and height of 20 mm at a temperature of
15 °C. The second conductive cooling method uses a cooled gel pack as used by Buzug et al.
and Burkes et al. [13,42,52]. The temperature of the cold pack is 15 °C. The third cooling
method is cooling with ice.

2.1.3. Convection Cooling

The first convective cooling method, as implemented by Godoy and Cetingul and
Herman, uses a Ranque–Hilsch vortex tube to provide the cold air flow [46,47]. It is
important to mention that a steady and controlled temperature output of the vortex tube
is rather difficult to obtain due variations in the pressured air supply, temperature of the
pressured air and the time to obtain a steady-state flow and temperature. The second
convective cooling device is a cryo cooler Cryo 6 by Zimmer (Zimmer Medizin Systeme,
Ulm, Germany). The airflow generated by the Cryo 6 device has a temperature of −30 °C
and can be regulated in 9 airflow levels up to 1000 L/min. The airflow is filtered, moisture-
free, oil-free and quiet [53]. Airflow levels 1, 3 and 5 are used in this research to measure
the influence and cooling penetration.

2.2. Experimental Setup
2.2.1. Infrared Camera

The used thermal camera is an Optris Xi400 with microscope optics (Optris GmbH,
Berlin, Germany) long-wave infrared camera (8–14 µm). The type of detector is an uncooled
microbolometer with a pixel pitch of 17 µm and a thermal sensitivity (NETD) of <80 mK.
The thermal camera is equipped with manual motor focus and microscope optics (18°× 14°)
with a minimal focus distance of 90 mm and maximum focus distance of 110 mm. The setup
is shown in Figure 1. The thermal camera is used to capture 16-bit RAW thermal image
sequences in 382 × 288 resolution at a frame rate of 27 Hz. Microscope optics specifically
allows focusing extremely close on a subject such that tiny details from the skin lesion
become prominent features with high resolution. A one-point non-uniformity correction
(NUC) is applied on the raw images at a reference temperature of 15 °C using a blackbody.
The infrared camera was positioned at 100 mm above the tissue-mimicking phantom.
The field of view at the object surface is 34.2 mm × 25.7 mm with a pixel size of 90 µm and
a 3 × 3 pixel size of 0.27 mm.
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Figure 1. Camera setup with an Optris Xi400 microscope optics thermal camera placed at 100 mm
above the skin phantom surface. The field of view at the object surface is 34.2 mm × 25.7 mm with a
pixel size or Instantaneous Field of View (IFOV) of 90 µm and a Measurement Field of View (MFOV)
of 3 × 3 pixels or 0.27 mm.

2.2.2. Skin Phantom

The agar skin phantom for this study is based on the tissue-mimicking phantom
used in the research of Cetingul and Herman, as this composition is accurate for thermal
modeling [35]. A solution of 4% of lab-grade agar powder (Himedia labs, Einhousen,
Germany) and distilled water is used to match the thermal properties of human skin. To
create the skin phantom, the process involves dissolving agar powder gradually in distilled
water to create a solution with a concentration of 4.0%. This solution, comprising water
and agar, is then heated until it reaches the melting temperature of agar, which is 85 to
95 °C [54]. Once melted, the agar solution is carefully poured into molds and left to cool
for several hours until it solidifies and takes on a gelatinous texture. The 3D-printed
moulds used for this experiment create an agar–agar specimen of cylindrical shape with a
diameter of 100 mm and a thickness of 10 mm. Three different molds are used, as shown
in Figure 2: a flat mold which resembles flat skin and a second mold which imitates an
ulcerating skin lesion. The ulceration has a diameter of 5 mm and a height of 3 mm. The
thickness of the ulceration is determined based on the classification by Hout et al. They
categorized ulcerated melanoma into two groups: excessive ulcerations (>5 mm or >70%)
and minimal/moderate ulcerations (<5 mm or <70%) [55]. The diameter of the ulcerating
melanoma, specifically the 5 mm diameter, is determined according to the study conducted
by Grande Sarpa et al. [56]. In their research, they classified the data into three categories:
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no ulceration, ulceration width ranging from 1 to 6 mm, and ulceration width greater than
6 mm. The skin phantom is placed on an aluminum heated bed and covered with paper tape
to decrease the high reflectivity of the aluminum in the infrared spectrum. The temperature
of the heated bed is set to 37 °C, which resembles the core body temperature of 37° [42]. To
monitor the depth of cooling penetration in the skin phantom for various cooling methods,
Platinum Resistance Pt100 Thin Film Detectors (RS Pro) are utilized. These detectors are
inserted into the agar substrate. The Pt100 Resistance Temperature Detector (RTD) used
in this case has a probe diameter of 1.2 mm and a probe length of 1.6 mm. It has a rapid
response time of 0.1 s and is capable of sensing temperatures within the range of −50 to
500 °C. The RTD is connected to a MAX31865 RTD-to-digital converter manufactured by
Maxim Integrated. This converter is then connected to an Arduino microcontroller, which
utilizes software capable of reading the RTD and temperature values at a frequency of once
per second. In this setup, one RTD is inserted into the substrate at a depth of 5 mm, precisely
at the center of the lesion. The second RTD is placed at the bottom of the skin phantom,
reaching a depth of 9 mm. These detectors provide valuable temperature measurements to
track the cooling process and assess the depth of penetration in the skin phantom.

Figure 2. Two molds used to create the agar skin phantoms with dimensions. The mold has the
possibility of being taken apart so that the agar gel can be easily removed. The agar phantoms with
dimensions and the placement of the two RTDs inside the substrate.

2.3. Measurement Protocol

The thermal camera was prepared to capture the reheating process by positioning it at
the center of the skin phantom: precisely at a height of 100 mm. The focus of the camera
was adjusted accordingly. The framerate of the camera was set to 27 Hz.
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To initiate the experiment, the skin phantom was placed onto a heated bed with a
pre-set temperature of 37 °C. Sufficient time was allowed for the skin phantom to reach a
steady state and stabilize the thermal conditions at this temperature.

After achieving a steady state, the cooling process was initiated by applying the
desired cooling method to the skin phantom. The cooling was maintained for exactly 60 s.
If the cooling method did not obstruct the view, such as with the cryo cooler, the thermal
camera also captured the cooling process.

Immediately following the cooling period, the reheating process of the skin phantom
was captured by the thermal camera. The recording continued for a total duration of at
least 240 s.

Once the reheating sequence was completed, the skin phantom was allowed to reach
the steady state again. This ensured consistent conditions before repeating the measurement
protocol for each cooling method under investigation. All procedures and recording
parameters were maintained consistently throughout the experiment. The cooling methods
used in this research work are listed below in Table 1.

Table 1. Cooling methods used in this research. The temperature of the evaporative cooling is not
determined. The temperature of the Ranque–Hilsch vortex tube depends on the pressure of the
compressed air and flow settings of the vortex cooler. The settings were held constant.

Heat Transfer Type Cooling Method Temperature

Conductive cooling
aluminum medal (50 × 20 mm) 15 °C

cooled gel pack 15 °C

Evaporative cooling
alcohol spray /

Convective cooling
Ranque–Hilsch vortex tube 5 °C

Zimmer Cryo 6 cooler −30 °C

2.4. Image Sequence

For each tested cooling method, a thermal sequence is obtained, capturing the cooling
load and reheating process. The captured sequences undergo preprocessing, which involves
applying a one-point non-uniformity correction (NUC) to the raw images using a blackbody
as a reference at a temperature of 15 °C. The preprocessed images are then segmented to
identify the region of interest (ROI) within the skin phantom. This step is essential for
isolating specific areas for further analysis.

Next, the image sequences are divided into the cooling sequence and reheating se-
quence. From the reheating sequence, a thermal image taken 5 s (frame 135) into the re-
warming phase is selected for further analysis. To effectively demonstrate the non-uniform
cooling and cooling artifacts resulting from different cooling techniques, the thermograms
are processed using a Python algorithm developed by the author.

The data minima are normalized to a consistent temperature of 10 °C, allowing the
images to be shifted to the same temperature while preserving the temperature differences.
This approach enables visualization of the images using a consistent color scale. Addition-
ally, a histogram is generated for each cooling method to analyze the distribution of the data.
A wide range in the histogram indicates non-uniform cooling, while a narrow spike shape
suggests a high concentration of pixels at the same temperature, indicating uniform cooling
of the phantom. By conducting a qualitative analysis of the thermograms, it becomes
possible to visually observe and distinguish the variations in the applied cooling load.

2.5. Decision Matrix

A decision matrix is a valuable tool for evaluating and comparing different cooling
techniques in a systematic and objective manner. By considering multiple criteria and
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assigning weights to each criterion based on their relative importance, a decision ma-
trix allows for a comprehensive assessment of the cooling methods under investigation.
The matrix typically includes columns representing the various cooling techniques being
compared and rows representing the evaluation criteria [57]. These criteria include, in or-
der of importance, uniform cooling, repeatability, obstructing the view, cooling efficiency,
workload per patient, patient comfort, use in a clinical setting, noise exposure, consumables
and additional equipment and price. The decision matrix and its weights can be seen in Ta-
ble 2. Each criterion is assigned a score or rating based on its performance for each cooling
technique. The rating scale is a scale from 1 to 3. Depending on the type of criteria, 1 means
high (or low), 2 means moderate and 3 means low (or high). The scores are then multiplied
by the corresponding weight assigned to the criterion to calculate a weighted score for
each technique. The weights are assigned from ten (or equal to the number of criteria) to
one, and each weight can only be used once. The technique with the highest weighted
score indicates the most favorable choice based on the given criteria and their assigned
weights. The decision matrix provides a transparent and structured approach to inform
decision making, facilitating the identification of the most suitable cooling technique for a
specific application. When using a decision matrix, assigning weights to the evaluation
criteria is an important step that reflects the relative importance of each criterion in the
overall decision-making process. The weights are determined through the stakeholder
input method. The weights assigned to the criteria reflect the decision-makers’ priorities
and preferences. It is also important to acknowledge that the weights can be subjective and
may vary depending on the specific context or application [58].

Table 2. Decision matrix.

Conductive

Cooling

Evaporative

Cooling

Convective

Cooling

Criteria Rating Scale Coefficient
Aluminum

Medal
Gel Pack Ice Alcohol Spray Vortex Tube

Zimmer

Cryo 6

Obstructing view of camera

during/after cooling

1 = high

2 = moderate

3 = low

8 2 2 1 1 3 3

Noise exposure
1 = high

2 = moderate

3 = low

3 3 3 3 3 1 2

consumables/additional equipment

(e.g., pressured air (air compressor),

ice (ice cube maker), alcohol, fridge)

1 = high

2 = moderate

3 = low

2 1 1 1 1 1 3

Use in clinical/hospital setting

(e.g., sterilizable/disinfectable)

1 = low

2 = moderate

3 = high

4 2 2 1 1 3 3

Repeatability

(e.g., constant temperature, pressure, flow...)

1 = low

2 = moderate

3 = high

9 2 2 2 1 2 3

Price
1 = high

2 = moderate

3 = low

1 3 3 3 3 2 1

Workload per patient

(e.g., disinfecting, number of actions,

application difficulty, measurement time...)

1 = high

2 = moderate

3 = low

6 1 1 1 1 2 3

Patient comfort

(e.g., applicable on whole body,

discomfort, duration...)

1 = low

2 = moderate

3 = high

5 2 2 2 1 3 3

Uniform cooling
1 = low

2 = moderate

3 = high

10 2 1 1 1 3 3

Cooling efficiency
1 = low

2 = moderate

3 = high

7 2 2 3 1 2 3

Total: 20 19 18 14 22 27

Total weighted: 106 96 91 63 132 160

The criterion of utmost importance, assigned a coefficient of 10, is uniform cooling,
which is aimed at minimizing cooling artifacts that may result in incorrect diagnostics.
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Following closely is the criterion of cooling repeatability, ensuring consistent cooling
throughout the entire measurement process and across different measurements. The third
significant criterion is the obstruction of the field of view, where some obstruction is
permissible during the cooling phase, but a clear, unobstructed view is required during the
reheating sequence.

The criteria of price, consumables/additional equipment, and noise exposure were
assigned the lowest coefficients in the decision matrix. The price factor considers the cost of
the devices, with the Zimmer Cryo 6 being relatively expensive compared to other cooling
methods but relatively low compared to other medical devices. Although the cost may
be higher, it remains within an acceptable range for medical equipment. The criterion
of consumables/additional equipment assesses the impact on feasibility, particularly in
settings without adequate facilities. However, since the device is intended for use in a
clinical setting, the incorporation of necessary consumables or additional equipment be-
comes more feasible. Therefore, the negative impact of consumables/additional equipment
on feasibility can be managed effectively. Noise exposure, the third criterion, can poten-
tially affect the well-being of patients. However, specific measures can be implemented
to mitigate noise levels and minimize any adverse effects. By implementing appropriate
noise reduction techniques, the potential negative impact on patients’ well-being can be
mitigated effectively. It is worth noting that despite their lower coefficients, these criteria
should not be disregarded entirely. Table 2 presents the remaining criteria for evaluation.

3. Results

The initial section presents the results obtained from the flat agar skin phantom, offer-
ing a comprehensive overview of various cooling methods and their associated challenges.
Subsequently, the findings from measurements conducted on the ulcerating skin lesion are
presented. Following that, a comparison is made between the finite element model of the
skin phantom and the measurements taken on the actual skin model to validate the FE
model. The cooling and reheating curves obtained from temperature sensors are displayed
and compared with one another. The final section incorporates the decision matrix, pro-
viding a comprehensive overview of the various cooling methods, their advantages and
disadvantages, and ultimately determining the most suitable cooling method.

3.1. Agar Skin Phantom

Figure 3 illustrates the application of six different cooling methods on the flat agar skin
phantoms. The thermograms selected at 5 s into the reheating are displayed. Below each
thermogram, the corresponding histograms are shown. The histograms of the vortex
cooler and cryo cooler (convective cooling methods) appear relatively narrow and tall,
indicating uniform cooling distribution on the skin phantom. Conversely, the cool pack
and aluminum medal cooling employ conductive cooling, resulting in wider and less tall
histograms compared to the convective cooling methods, suggesting less uniform cooling.

Notably, this figure reveals a significant factor: the ice and alcohol cooling methods
interfere with infrared radiation capture. When using ice for cooling, the melting ice
leaves a layer of cold water on the skin phantom, which affects the thermal camera’s view.
The water absorbs and scatters infrared radiation, causing attenuated and out-of-focus
thermograms. Similarly, the evaporative cooling effect of alcohol has a profound influence
on thermal imaging. The alcohol vapors obstruct the view of the agar skin phantom,
rendering it invisible to the thermal camera. Moreover, the application of substances such
as ice, water, and alcohol to the skin is undesirable due to their potential impact on skin
integrity and functionality.

Because of the influence of ice, water and alcohol on the skin and infrared radiation,
these cooling methods are no longer considered for application on the ulcerating skin
lesion. The four remaining cooling methods, cool pack, vortex cooler, cryo cooler and an
aluminum medal, are again applied on the skin phantom. Figure 4 shows the reheating
state 5 s after the cooling is removed. It is clearly visible that the convective cooling
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methods (vortex cooler and cryo cooler) create a more uniform cooling in regard to the
ulceration. The conductive methods, cool pack and aluminum medal, clearly cool the
ulceration but not the area directly around the ulceration. The cool pack and aluminum
medal are not able to make contact with the transition between the bulge and the flat skin
surrounding it. This is also clearly visible in the corresponding histograms of the reheating
thermogram. The thermograms of the convective methods are narrower than the ones of
the conductive methods.

Due to the adverse effects of ice, water, and alcohol on the skin and infrared radi-
ation, these cooling methods are no longer considered suitable for application on the
skin. Therefore, the four remaining cooling methods, namely cool pack, vortex cooler,
cryo cooler, and aluminum medal, were reevaluated and applied to the ulcerating skin
phantom. Figure 4 illustrates the reheating state, which was captured 5 s after the cooling
was removed. It is evident that the convective cooling methods (vortex cooler and cryo
cooler) achieve a more uniform cooling effect specifically around the ulceration. Conversely,
the conductive methods, cool pack and aluminum medal, effectively cool the ulceration but
do not extend their cooling reach to the surrounding skin area. Notably, the cool pack and
aluminum medal fail to establish contact with the transitional region between the bulge and
the adjacent flat skin as depicted in thermogram. Furthermore, the histograms obtained
from the convective methods exhibit narrower profiles compared to those generated by the
conductive methods.

Figure 3. The figure displays the results of six cooling methods along with their corresponding
histograms. A round spot visible in the images represents an air bubble, which is an artifact that
occurred during the fabrication of the agar phantom. Among the cooling methods, the cool pack,
vortex, cryo, and aluminum medal cooling exhibit a more uniform cooling pattern, as evident
from the histograms. In contrast, the ice and alcohol cooling methods have a distinct influence on
infrared radiation.
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Figure 4. The figure presents the outcomes of the four remaining cooling methods, which were
accompanied by their respective histograms. The circular area in the thermogram represents the
ulcerating skin lesion. It is evident that the convective cooling methods demonstrate a more uniform
cooling effect in contrast to the conductive cooling methods, which encounter challenges in effectively
cooling the immediate region surrounding the bulge.

3.2. Temperature Measurements

The flat agar skin phantoms were subjected to 30 s of cooling using six different methods.
The temperature measurements were taken at depths of 5 mm and 9 mm using the temperature
sensors. The time interval from −5 to 0 s represents the steady-state phase. During this phase,
the temperature at a depth of 5mm remains approximately 33 °C, while at a depth of 9 mm, it
remains around 37 °C. At 0 s, the cooling sequence is initiated, and after 30 s, the cooling load
is removed, marking the beginning of the reheating phase. Figure 5 illustrates the cooling and
reheating curves for the various cooling methods. Among them, ice proves to be the fastest at
reducing the temperature at a depth of 5 mm. After 30 s of cooling, the temperature at 5 mm is
approximately 24 °C and keeps decreasing to a minimum of approx. 21 °C. The cooling effect
of the alcohol spray is insufficient for adequately cooling the skin phantom, the cooling is slow
and the penetration depth of the cooling is not sufficient. The cryo cooler was employed at
three different levels: level 1, level 3, and level 5. As depicted in Figure 5, level 5 demonstrates
a more rapid cooling of the skin phantom compared to level 3 and level 1. At a depth of 9 mm,
it becomes evident that both ice and the cryo cooler achieve the fastest and deepest cooling.
Conversely, the conductive cooling methods, the vortex tube and alcohol spray, do not achieve
the same cooling as the cryo cooler and ice.

Figure 5. The figure presents the results of applying six different cooling methods on the flat agar
skin phantom for a duration of 30 s at 5 mm and 9 mm depth. Among the cooling methods, ice
demonstrates the most rapid cooling rate, while alcohol spray shows the slowest cooling performance
and fails to achieve sufficient cooling.
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3.3. Decision Matrix

Table 2 provides an overview of the scores and rankings for each cooling option based
on all criteria. The Zimmer Cryo 6 obtains the highest total weighted points, totaling
160, making it the top-ranked choice. Following closely behind is the vortex tube with
132 weighted points. Conversely, the alcohol spray receives the lowest weighted total
among the cooling methods. Notably, the convective cooling methods outperform others,
garnering the highest points. The third and fourth positions are occupied by the two
conductive cooling methods, excluding ice, which presents the challenge of leaving water
that obstructs the camera’s view after cooling.

The Zimmer Cryo 6 cooler demonstrates superior performance compared to other
cooling methods. It offers several notable advantages, including the ability to uniformly
apply cooling to the skin and consistent conditioning of cold air regardless of the device’s
location or usage. Additionally, the Cryo 6 exhibits high cooling efficiency at −30 °C.
Importantly, the cooling process does not obstruct the field of view of the thermal camera,
allowing for accurate recording of the skin lesion’s cooling sequence. Another noteworthy
advantage is that the Cryo 6 does not require additional equipment or consumables, making
it user-friendly and minimizing the workload per patient during clinical practice.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, skin cancer is a significant global health issue, with increasing incidence
rates and a substantial impact on both individuals and society. Traditional methods of
diagnosis, such as visual examination and biopsy, have limitations in terms of invasiveness
and detection accuracy. This has led to the exploration of alternative diagnostic tools such
as infrared thermography.

To facilitate research and experimentation in skin cancer diagnosis, tissue-mimicking
phantoms have been utilized. These phantoms provide a controlled and reproducible
environment for studying skin interactions, overcoming ethical challenges associated
with human subjects. While they have limitations in replicating the complex structure
and composition of human skin, physical skin models offer stability, ease of fabrication,
and control over physical properties. In this research, Agarose phantoms are used. These
can be easily fabricated and tailored to mimic specific skin conditions. However, they have
limitations in terms of long-term stability and shelf life.

This study aimed to test and compare different cooling techniques for human skin
in the context of skin cancer diagnosis using dynamic infrared thermography. Six cooling
methods were investigated and categorized into three types: convection cooling, conduction
cooling, and evaporative cooling. The experimental setup involved an infrared camera
(Optris Xi400) with microscope optics positioned 100 mm above a skin-mimicking agar
phantom. The phantom was created using a 4% agar solution and had molds resembling
flat skin and an ulcerating skin lesion. The measurement protocol included a cooling period
of 60 s followed by a reheating process captured by the thermal camera. Data processing
involved preprocessing, segmentation, and the analysis of thermal images using a Python
algorithm. Based on the experiments conducted on the skin phantom, it has been observed
that convective cooling methods offer a more consistent and uniform cooling effect. On the
other hand, conductive methods prove effective in cooling flat objects; however, achieving
uniform cooling becomes more challenging when dealing with bulging skin or ulceration
skin lesions. Ice or alcohol for cooling purposes is unsuitable when used in conjunction
with infrared thermography. This is primarily because the cooling effects of ice or alcohol
can introduce artifacts that affect both the infrared radiation and the thermal camera’s view,
thereby compromising the accuracy and reliability of the results obtained. A decision matrix
was used to evaluate and compare the cooling techniques based on criteria such as uniform
cooling, repeatability, obstructing the view, cooling efficiency, workload per patient, patient
comfort, use in a clinical setting, noise exposure, consumables and additional equipment,
and price. The technique with the highest weighted score was considered the best suitable
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cooling method for skin cancer diagnosis. After assessing various factors, the Zimmer Cryo
6 cooler emerged as the most suitable cooling method.

The Cryo 6 cooler demonstrated several advantages, including its ability to provide
uniform cooling to the skin, consistent conditioning of cold air, and high cooling efficiency
at −30 °C. Importantly, it did not obstruct the field of view of the thermal camera, allowing
for accurate recording of the skin lesion’s cooling sequence. Additionally, the Cryo 6 cooler
was user-friendly, as it did not require additional equipment or consumables, reducing the
workload during clinical practice. The disadvantage of the Cryo 6 cooler is the price of
the device.

The application of active thermography in the identification of various types of cancers
holds significant clinical importance. Ongoing research endeavors are directed toward
utilizing infrared thermography for the detection of deep-seated cancers, such as breast
cancer [59,60]. Additionally, in breast cancer detection studies, skin phantoms find valuable
utility [61]. Active thermography exhibits considerable promise in the exploration and char-
acterization of cancer. Currently, there is a substantial focus on researching surface cancers
like skin cancer. In contrast, the detection of deep tissue cancers presents greater challenges.
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